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An intricate astronomical computing device used
in Greece around 76 BC,  consisting of a collection
of gears  was recovered from a Roman merchant
vessel that sank in 80 BC off the coast of southern
Greece near the island of Antikythera.
Archaeologists and scholars, after detailed studies
gave the following findings:

The mechanism appeared to have been a device
for calculating the motions of stars and planets in

the solar system. The front dial was just clean enough to read its function: it
has two scales, one is fixed and displays the names of the signs of the zodiac;
the other is on a movable slip ring and shows the months of the year, both
carefully marked in degrees. Clearly,  this dial showed the annual motion of
the sun in the zodiac. Letters inscribed on the zodiac scale,  showed the
main risings and settings of bright stars and constellations throughout the
year.

The Antikythera device, remotely resembling an analogue computer,
combined astronomy and  applied mathematics to mimic the motions of the
universe. The date for which this calculator was set was the year 86 BC,  as
seen by the positions of the dials and pointers. 86 BC was an important
astronomical year, as five conjunctions of planets in four zodiacal signs
occurred in that year, an ideal time to set an astronomical calendar.
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Editor’s Desk

‘He returned to the seat on the dais fully satisfied – having delivered
a  presentation with brevity, clarity, and simplicity, getting the feeling
that the audience wanted more of him!’

Just before starting the well-researched  short talk,  he  verified that
he is clearly audible to the man even at the back row. The PowerPoint
slides were just 7 in number, with no gimmicks in their design  or time
consuming animations like words flying into their positions one after the
other. Selection of  colours and fonts  was ideal for easy reading by  the
man at the farthest corner of the hall.  Microsoft would have been unhappy
that only some of the multitude of features built into their application
were used. Each slide had very few bulleted points, with no more than 5
or 6 easy to understand, loaded words in them. For him,  the words were
just reminders to the sequence he had carefully planned to make the
presentation most effective and not to simply read out  his text, which
any body else could have done on his behalf. No participant ever looked
at his watch or yawned, out of boredom. They received the knowledge
value for their time.

Beforehand, he spent time with the organisers to get a clear feel of
the audience – to tune his talk to appeal to majority of them, of course
taking care to include  some higher content targeted at the most elite
among them too.

During the span of the well-planned 20 minute stay, he made it a
point to make eye contact with every one of the 150- plus delegates at
least once. At the interaction time,  he received some sensible questions,
bearing testimony to the fact that his well researched words had done
their job well – of  effectively disseminating the knowledge he had carefully
organised spending tens of hours for collection, collation  and  truncation
without losing the core. The well-positioned jokes too had their impact
as they helped to drive home his points effectively.

How often do we get the fortune to listen to such an
impressive presentation, to be copied as a model?   In fact,
brevity was the catchword in the whole presentation which
concluded two minutes ahead of  the allotted time, leaving
the audience longing for  more of his wisdom.

Trivandrum N.T. Nair
1 Jan.’07                         ntnair@gmail.com
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Energy

Solar power is nature’s gift to us in waiting, in a sense – abundant,
never exhausting, but not harnessed yet in full form.  We are also not
ready to tap this enormous energy source, as our  technologies are still at
nascent stage and need to be taken far ahead – a  real challenge to the
scientific and engineering community!

There are two major ways in which solar power could be harvested
using space technology. The first  approach is to use  space solar power
satellites (SSPSs)  having the potential to provide abundant quantities
of electric power for use on the Earth. Their basic components are (1)
solar photovoltaic cells to convert sunlight into electricity (2) a framework
to hold the cells and their support equipment in high orbit space (3 )
devices which will convert the electricity into microwaves  or laser beams,
to safely send the power down to Earth, and (4) receiving antennas on
Earth to convert the beams back into electricity and feed it into standard
power grids.

Solar satellites will orbit 22,300 miles above the Earth, in the same
orbit used by today’s communications satellites. At that height it takes
24 hours for an object to circle the planet, so from the Earth’s surface the
communication satellites (or solar satellites) appear to stay directly
overhead all day and night. They never pass into the Earth’s shadow.
That’s important to solar powered communications satellites, and even
more important to solar power satellites. This orbit will allow solar satellites

to send their electricity down to a
specific spot on Earth 24 hours a
day for decades.

 One of the main hurdles to
implement the scheme  is the
transportation of the huge – 4 or
5 kilometers in diameter- SSPSs
to the operational Geostationary
Earth Orbit (GEO).  Space Island
Group (SIG) of California, USA ,

Solar Power Satellites and Reflectors
Energy  and  Weather Control From Space
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a company engaged in  the commercialization in space, plans to design,
build and operate commercial space transportation systems and
destinations that are dedicated to commerce, research, space solar power,
satellite repair, manufacturing and tourism. The Space Island Project
will incorporate technologies, vehicles and procedures developed by
NASA and various  aerospace companies over the last 25 years to create
a stand-alone, commercial space infrastructure.

The second approach is to harness the space solar energy  using solar
reflectors  operating in the same high orbit as solar power generating
satellites and use the same frames and guidance systems. Here,  the huge
array of solar cells will be replaced by an enormous sheet of extremely
thin reflective material. Since
they  do not have the solar
satellite power transmitters,
their cost will be less than half
of the solar satellites. Their
purpose will be to reflect a patch
of sunlight down onto the Earth
24 hours a day, all through 365
days.

Like solar satellites, such
reflectors have been redesigned
many times since the 1960s, but they’ve never been built and launched
for the  cost reasons.  The Russians have launched two small, umbrella-
like test reflectors a few meters wide over the last decade. They lacked
any guidance system and they were allowed to collapse after an hour or
so, but they proved that sunlight could be bounced down onto the night
side of the Earth.  If aimed down on agricultural areas, this continuous
sunlight would let crops mature four-to-five times faster than normal.
(Most plants experience 80% of their growth from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
when the sun is directly overhead.)

Operators of the reflectors could charge farmers a monthly fee per
acre to cover their cost of supplying reflected sunlight for enhancing
plant growth. Solar reflectors could end the need to clear forests for
farmland by boosting the yields of current farms several fold. Commercial
forests could be made ready for harvesting in five years instead of the
present twenty years, through speeding up plant growths.

The reflectors could also cut the need for water-storing dams by using
the Earth’s natural cloud and jet stream processes to bring water where
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and when it’s needed. These new clouds could prevent millions of acres
of “old growth” forest from being burned each year, and save the lives of
thousands of forest creatures.

The acid rain that destroyed millions of acres of forest land in eastern
Canada was caused by homes in New York and adjacent regions burning
heating oil in the wintertime, and by emissions from fossil fuel power
plants in that same area. Conditions have improved through pollution
controls, but winter warmth from reflectors and electrical power from
solar satellites could permanently end this problem.

If aimed down on portions of the eastern Pacific Ocean the extra
sunlight from reflectors could temporarily raise the temperature of the
upper three or four feet of seawater by three or four degrees, increasing
evaporation and cloud-generation. These clouds  could be used to
extinguish the huge forest fires that plague some regions. They could
end droughts and reduce the need for more dam and aqueduct
construction. In fact the rainwater produced by solar reflectors and the
electricity produced by solar satellites could allow many U.S. dams, and
dams around the world, to eventually be torn down and the rivers allowed
to return to their natural state.

A variation of the material used in the reflectors  could allow sunlight
to pass through, reflecting only the warming, infrared portion of sunlight
down onto the Earth. These reflectors, spending half their orbit far
“behind” the Earth (from the sun’s point of view), could bounce this
warmth onto northern cities in the winter, raising their night time
temperatures by several degrees while reducing their heating oil
consumption. In extreme cases two or three of them could be aimed at
the same city, keeping the temperature well above freezing. This would
dramatically cut the taxpayer cost of clearing away snow and ice, and
reduce the economic losses these areas now suffer. Cities could be charged
as little as $2 per month per resident to cover these costs. The saving in
heating costs to residents would also be dramatic.

Tapping solar power as above through power satellites and reflectors
could eventually  help in dramatically reducing  deaths, injuries, and
property damage caused by hurricanes, typhoons, tornadoes, floods,
droughts, forest fires and other weather-related phenomena.

The scientists, engineers and planners should act in haste now to
implement these energy tapping ideas, for the benefit of the society.

[For details: www.spaceislandgroup.com, various websites]
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Tech Brief

Sugar-cube Sized
Video Projector

Mobile phones are trying to out- beat PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant
- mini version  of notebook computer) which in turn targets laptops in
capabilities. But, what stands in the way is the tiny display in  mobiles
and PDAs.

Digital cameras, MP3 players and mobiles  are growing smaller by the
day, and the next challenge for researchers is  to shrink the projector, a
device used day in day out in lecture halls and for video presentations.
However, all attempts at miniaturization to date have come up against
certain physical boundaries: the core
piece of the classic projector is a
micromirror array comprising a
million mirrors. These can be tilted
in one plane and are evenly
illuminated. By turning toward or
away from the light source, they
produce light or dark pixels that
together form the projected image.
But not only do the arrays preclude
miniaturization, their unaffordable prices also make it difficult for
projectors to enter the consumer goods market, which is highly price
sensitive.

German researchers at the Fraunhofer Institute for Photonic
Microsystems IPMS in Dresden and the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied
Optics and Precision Engineering IOF in Jena have now  devised an
alternative to the previous micromirror arrays, and the result is a projector
the size of a sugar cube.   Instead of the conventional microarrays, it
contains just a single mirror which can be rotated around two axes, making
it smaller, lighter and handier than traditional projectors.

In the place of arrays of millions of mirrors  used in traditional projectors
to display images, this  prototype uses only  a single tiny mirror. The
width of the projector measures less than 16mm; its height and depth are
9mm. Inside, a laser is fired at a tiny vibrating mirror, which deflects the
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beam to produce the pixels that form the final image. Presently, the
projector can work with  only red and blue lasers, limiting its colour
range.

Green diode lasers are not yet small enough to allow the device the
full range of colours.

However, as laser technology moves forward   the new projector will
offer a smaller, lighter and cheaper alternative to the existing projectors,
unleashing a new breed of applications like as a   projector for a mobile
phone, or a laptop. Unlike standard imaging devices, the sugar-cube
projector  could project images onto curved surfaces, such as a dome,
which might give it some niche applications.

Researchers around the globe are also attempting to scale down the
green light source. Together with the blue and red diode lasers, it will
ideally form the new red-green-blue source. Once the green diode lasers
are successfully reduced to the size of red ones, then RGB projectors the
size of sugar cubes will become a reality,, the researchers claim.

Such a device would prove useful in many areas. The automotive
industry, for example, requires small, cost-effective laser arrays to act as
distance sensors that measure the gap between the car and the nearest
object when parking. Sensors of this type are also used in robotics and
installation technology.
[For details:www.news.bbc.co.uk, www.fraunhofer.de]

President of India Dr. APJ Abdul
Kalam suggested that IITs must be
able to go beyond their selection
process and identify hidden
Ramanujans and Einsteins and
nurture them for the world. He also
wanted the IITs to work closely with
the university system in India and
abroad to build a continuing stream
of great teachers to meet the
demand for teachers in higher
educational institutions. There is an
estimated three lakh  IITians across
the globe, doing commendable
work.

President Kalam  speaks to  IITians
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A unique shaving device from the research labs of Philips in
Eindhoven,  Netherlands,  uses light   from a halogen lamp to send hair
follicles to sleep, making skin smooth for weeks at a time, without shaving
or waxing, posing threat to age old metal razors. Researchers  have found
that short, weak pulses of near infrared light causes follicles to change
from their natural growing state to a dormant state, known as the "telogen
phase".

Pulses lasting 15 milliseconds each are filtered so that only 600-950
nanometre wavelengths reach the follicles below. Moving the device
slowly over the skin spreads about 15 joules of light energy onto each
square centimeter of skin.

Even though laser light can be used to kill hair follicles in a similar
way, it is some sort of a   destructive "photoepilation" which  is found to
be  painful and   causing skin irritation.

In the Philips device, a  sensor can also be used to automatically adjust
treatment intensity to suit different skin and hair types. Three treatment
sessions, over the course of two weeks, reduces hair growth by 90%, Philips
claims.

Light activated Razor for Shaving

Lot of energy is wasted as heat through the exhaust gas of  automobiles.
BMW is now testing a prototype car that converts 80% of  the hot gas  to
generate high pressure
steam to turn the
engine crankshaft.
The  reuse of waste-
heat energy  may save
fuel to the tune of
15%. This new tech-
nology-enabled BMW
car is expected to hit
the roads in about 3
years.

Engine Exhaust Heat
to save Fuel

Tech Brief
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Intelligent games keep human mind active
and agile. Mathematical puzzles forming a part
of recreational mathematics are examples of
intelligent games. One popular game currently
engaging several human minds is creation of
Sudokus. More challenging in this field is
creation of Magic Squares.

A magic square is a set of numbers arranged
in rows and columns which together form a square, according to strict
conditions described below. The meaning of square is that the number of
rows and columns is the same. For clarity, often each number is written
in a small square symbol called a cell. Thus a magic square can be
considered as a square formed of equal number of rows and columns of
cells which are small squares, each containing a unique number. If N
denotes the number of rows/columns in a magic square, it is called an
NxN magic square, or a magic square of order N. A Typical magic square
with 4 rows and columns is :

As seen here the numbers should not be repeated. The sum of numbers
in each row, each column and each diagonal, called the magic sum, is
the same, 34 in this example. In the simplest case, the natural numbers
starting with 1 are used for creating a magic square. Using the natural
numbers from 1 to 16, thousands of magic squares (at least 7040) can be
constructed. In any of them, the magic sum is 34. There are ways of
selecting different sets of numbers, other than the simplest set.

Creation of a 4x4 magic square is posed as a
puzzle here. You may try to complete the partially
filled magic square given below using the other 12
numbers from the set 1 to 16 to fill the blank cells
without repeating any of them. The solution will
be provided in the next issue of EKL with a similar
puzzle for you to try next time.

[CGS]

General

Tickle the Mind
To Keep it Agile

7 6 10 11

12 9 5 8

1 4 16 13

14 15 3 2

9

   11

  1

                 12
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The search for photovoltaic cells with higher conversion efficiencies
is continuously going on, world over. Now, for the first time, scientists
have produced a photovoltaic (PV) cell with a conversion efficiency of
40.7 percent, in a  collaborative effort between   DOE, USA and
Spectrolab, Inc. (a subsidiary of Boeing). The effort has now borne fruit
with  the achievement of a decades-long goal: to break the 40-percent
efficiency barrier on solar cell
devices.

The breakthrough cell was
developed using a structure called a
“multi-junction solar cell.” In this
type of device, individual PV cells are
made of layers, and each layer
captures a portion of the sunlight
reaching the cell. This allows the unit
to capture energy from a greater
range of the solar spectrum, leading to higher efficiency. Dr. Richard
King, a principal investigator at Spectrolab, is hopeful of achieving still
higher efficiencies in  future solar cells.

These super efficient systems  allow for the use of fewer PV cells overall
to achieve the same power output, compared to conventional silicon
cells. As a result, the technology may lead to  lower PV system installation
costs, at US $3 per Watt, and electricity production costs of $0.08–$0.10
cents per kWh.

Such efficient renewable  energy sources will have the added advantage
of progressively reducing today’s heavy dependence on costly fossil fuels.

[ For details:   World Watch Institute, www.worldwatch.org,
Spectrolab]

Super Efficient Solar Cell

 ‘We wish that 2007  be remembered as a blessed year in your life:
on 31  Dec. 2007,  with several landmarks to be cherished,

including society  remembering you for your
selfless contributions, family enjoying your company…’

New Year Greetings

Energy
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 Bitter Gourd, also  known as ‘Karela’, is a common vegetable liked by
many for its added medicinal value also. In English it is also known as
bitter melon, and has differing names in many countries of the world,
where it is well known as a medicinal vegetable. In many Indian languages,
the name sounds similar to karela. In Malayalam, it is known as pavaika
or kaipakka, and in Tamil, it is pavakka. Bitter melon grows in tropical
areas, including parts of the Amazon, East Africa, Asia, the Caribbean,
and throughout South America, where it is used as a food as well as a
medicine. It's a slender, climbing annual vine with long stalked leaves
producing yellow solitary male and female flowers borne in the leaf axils.

The fruit is a warty-looking gourd, usually oblong and resembling a
small cucumber. The young fruit is emerald green turning to orange-
yellow when ripe. At maturity the fruit splits into three irregular valves
that curl backwards and release numerous brown or white seeds enclosed
in scarlet arils. The plant lives up to its Bitter Melon name as all parts of
the plant including the fruit tastes very bitter.

The fruit is hollow in cross-section, with a relatively thin layer of
flesh surrounding a central seed cavity filled with large flat seeds and

pith. Seeds and pith
appear white in unripe
fruits, ripening to red; they
are intensely bitter and
must be removed before
cooking. The flesh is
crunchy and watery in
texture, similar to
cucumber. The skin is
tender and edible. The
fruit is most often eaten
green. Although it can
also be eaten when it has

General

Bitter Gourd
Medicinal Vegetable
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started to ripen and turn
yellowish, it becomes more
bitter as it ripens. The fully
ripe fruit turns orange and
mushy, is too bitter to eat,
and splits into segments
which curl back
dramatically to expose
seeds covered in bright red
pulp.

Bittermelon comes in a
variety of shapes and sizes.
The typical Chinese
variety is 20 to 30 cm long,
oblong with bluntly tapering ends and pale green in color, with a gently
undulating, warty surface. The bittermelon more typical of India has a
narrower shape with pointed ends, and a surface covered with jagged,
triangular "teeth" and ridges. Coloration is green or white. Between these
two extremes are any number of intermediate forms. Some bear miniature
fruit of only 6 - 10 cm in length, which may be served individually as
stuffed vegetables. These miniature fruits are popular in Southeast Asia
as well as India.

Bitter melons are seldom mixed with other vegetables due to the strong
bitter taste. Bitter melon is often used in Chinese cooking for its bitter
flavor, typically in stir-fries, soups, and also as tea. It is prepared into
various dishes in the Philippines, where it is known as ampalaya. Ampalaya
is stir-fried with ground beef and oyster sauce, or with eggs and diced
tomato. The young shoots and leaves may also be eaten as greens.
Medicinal uses

Medicinally, the plant has a long history of uses by the indigenous
people of the Amazon. The fruit juice and leaf tea are employed for
diabetes, colic, sores and wounds, infections, worms and parasites, and
for measles, hepatitis, and fevers.

Bitter gourd helps lower blood glucose levels. British researchers have
given this plant an alternative name 'plant insulin'. They have found
that eating karela over long periods significantly lowers sugar levels in
the blood and urine. Since ancient times, the extracts of karela have
been used in natural medicine of their purifying qualities. Karela is a
blood purifier, activates spleen and liver and is highly beneficial in diabetes.
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It is a purgative, appetizer, digestive, anti inflammatory, anti flatulent
and has healing capacity.

Like most bitter-tasting foods, bitter melon stimulates digestion. While
this can be helpful in people with sluggish digestion, dyspepsia, and
constipation. Perhaps the best substantiated use to date is that of bitter
melon for people with diabetes mellitus. In the Philippines, bitter melon
tea is used in blood sugar control for poor people as exemplified in the
very successful Operation Diabetes. It has been demonstated that bitter
melon contains a protein similar to bovine insulin, sometimes referred to
as p-insulin or poplypeptide-p. When purified and injected subcutaneously
into patients with insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus, it acted very similar
to slow-acting animal insulins and was able to sustain patients

Bitter melon is traditionally regarded by the Asians, Panamians and
Columbians as useful for preventing and treating malaria. Laboratory
studies have confirmed that various species of bitter melon have anti-
malarial activity. Laboratory tests suggest that compounds in bitter melon
might be effective for treating HIV infection. The other realm showing
the most promise related to bitter melon is as an immunomodulator. One
clinical trial found very limited evidence that bitter melon might improve
immune cell function in people with cancer, but this needs to be verified
and amplified in other research.

Being a relatively common food item, bitter melon was traditionally
used for an array of conditions by people in tropical regions. Numerous
infections, cancer, and diabetes are among the most common conditions
it was purported to improve. The leaves and fruit have both been used to
make teas and beer or to season soups in the Western world.
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 Learning
Temples of

From the Vedic age downwards the central conception of education
of the Indians has been that it is a source of illumination giving us a
correct lead in the various spheres of life. Knowledge, says one thinker, is
the third eye of man, which gives him insight into all affairs and teaches
him how to act. According to Katha Upanishad, "He who is possessed of
supreme knowledge by concentration of mind, must have his senses under
control, like spirited steeds controlled by a charioteer."

A single feature of ancient Indian civilization is that it has been
moulded and shaped in the course of its history more by religious practices.
The fundamental principles of social, political, and economic life were
welded into a comprehensive theory which is called Religion in Hindu
thought. The total configuration of ideals, practices, and conduct is called
Dharma (Duty) in this ancient tradition. From the very start, they came,
under the influence of their religious ideas, to conceive their country as
less geographical and material than a cultural or a spiritual possession,
and to identify the country with their culture. The Country was not
confined within physical bounds. India thus was the first country to rise
to the concept of an extra-territorial nationality and naturally became
the happy home of
different races, each with
its own ethno-psychic
endowment, and each
carrying its own social
and culture pattern. The
Country came to be
called by different names
as Brahmarshidesa,
Brahmavarta, Aryavarta,
B h a r a t v a r s h a ,
Jambudvipa, and
Suvarnabhumi -  even a

Concept of Education
In Ancient India
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Greater India beyond its geographical boundaries.
Learning in India through the ages had been prized and pursued not

for its own sake, but for the sake, and as a part, of religion. It was sought
as the means of self-realization, as the means to the highest end of life.
viz. Mukti or Emancipation. Ancient Indian education is also to be
understood as being ultimately the outcome of the Indian theory of
knowledge as part of the corresponding scheme of life and values. The
scheme takes full account of the fact that Life includes Death and the
two form the whole truth. This gives a particular angle of vision, a sense
of perspective and proportion in which the material and the moral, the
physical and spiritual, the perishable and permanent interests and values
of life are clearly defined and strictly differentiated. Of all the people of
the world the Hindu may be the most impressed and affected by the fact
of death as the central fact of life. The individual's supreme duty is thus
to achieve his expansion into the absolute, his self-fulfillment, for he is a
potential God, a spark of the Divine. Education must aid in this self-
fulfillment, and not in the acquisition of mere objective knowledge.

It may be argued that India was the only country where knowledge
was systematized and where provision was made for its imparting at the
highest level in remote times. Whatever be the discipline of learning,
everything was reduced to a systematic whole for passing it on to the
future generations in a brief and yet detailed manner. University education
on almost modern lines existed in India as early as 800 B.C. or even
earlier. The learning of ancient India was chiefly the product of her
hermitages in the solitude of the forests. The learning in the forests was
embodied in the books specially designated as Aranyakas, meaning
"belonging to the forests." Indian civilization in its early stages had been
mainly a rural, sylvan, and not an urban.

The ideal of education has been very grand, noble and high in ancient
India. Its aim, according to Herbert Spencer is the 'training for
completeness of life' and the molding of character of men and women for
the battle of life. The history of the educational institutions in ancient
India shows how old is her cultural history. The aim of education was at
the manifestation of the divinity in men, it touches the highest point of
knowledge. In order to attain the goal the whole educational method is
based on plain living and high thinking pursued through eternity.

As the individual is the chief concern and center of this Education,
the teacher kept intimate relationship with the pupil. The pupil is admitted
through a religious ceremony called Upanayana. Through Upanayana,
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the teacher, "holding the pupil within him as in a womb, impregnates
him with his spirit, and delivers him in a new birth." The pupil is then
known as 'Dvija', "born afresh" in a new existence. The education that is
thus begun is called by the significant term Brahmacharya, indicating
that it is a mode of life, a system of practices.

The pupil must find the teacher and live with him as a member of his
family. The teacher in turn treated the pupil in every way as his son. The

school is the home
of the teacher. It is a
hermitage, amid
sylvan surrounding,
beyond the
distractions of urban
life, functioning in
solitude and silence.
The constant and
intimate association
between teacher
and taught is vital to
education as
conceived in this
system. The pupil
imbibes the inward
method of the

teacher, the secrets of his efficiency, the spirit of his life and work, and
these things are too subtle to be taught.

It seems in the early Vedic or Upanishadic times education was esoteric.
The word Upanishad itself suggests that it is learning got by sitting at the
feet of the master. The knowledge was to be got, as the Bhagavad Gita
says, by obeisance, by questioning and serving the teacher.

It is these sylvan schools and hermitages that have built up the thought
and civilization of India. As has been pointed out by Rabindranath Tagore
"A most wonderful thing noticed in India is that here the forest, not the
town, is the fountain head of all its civilization. Wherever in India its
earliest and most wonderful manifestations are noticed, we find that men
have not come into such close contact as to be rolled or fused into a
compact mass. There, trees and plants, rivers and lakes, had ample
opportunity to live in close relationship with men. In these forests, though
there was human society, there was enough of open space, of aloofness;
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there was no jostling. Still it
rendered it all the brighter. It is
the forest that nurtured the two
great ancient ages of India, the
Vaidic and the Buddhist. As did
the Vaidic Rishis, Buddha also
showered his teaching in the
many woods of India. The
current of civilization that
flowed from its forests
inundated the whole of India."

In order to preserve the
continuity of this national
heritage and add to its richness,
India built large institutions of
higher learning from time to
time. They served as the
repositories of her spiritual,
philosophical, scientific, artistic

and literary achievements and as the media of transmission of this heritage
to the future generations. But it was realized by the early Vedic seers that
the educational institutions could discharge their functions properly only
if they were isolated from the conflicting vagories of the outside world.
They, therefore, built their universities in forests, or in places of natural
beauty. Nature softens the instincts of body and mind, which otherwise
become harsh and aggressive when man lives in houses of brick and mortar.
When man lives in the lap of nature, his emotional and mental life
becomes pure and harmonious; he grows as a part of life that surrounds
him. His inner strains and stresses are reduced to minimum, his mind is
alert, his intuition awake. Ancient India, therefore, selected spots of
natural beauty for locating its educational institutions.

‘‘It is here, in these forest universities’’, as Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan
has said, ‘‘evolved the beginning of the sublime idealism of India’’.

[CGS]

Computers are magnificent tools for the realization
of our dreams, but no machine can replace the human
spark of spirit, compassion, love, and understanding.’

                         - Louis Gerstner, CEO, IBM
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Management

What is Stress?
Stress is the "wear and tear" our bodies experience as we adjust to our

continually changing environment; it has physical and emotional effects
on us and can create positive or negative feelings. As a positive influence,
stress can help compel us to action; it can result in a new awareness and
an exciting new perspective. As a negative influence, it can result in
feelings of distrust, rejection, anger, and depression, which in turn can
lead to health problems such as headaches, upset stomach, rashes,
insomnia, ulcers, high blood
pressure, heart disease, and
stroke. With the death of a loved
one, the birth of a child, a job
promotion, or a new relationship,
we experience stress as we
readjust our lives.Eliminating
Stress As we have seen, positive
stress adds anticipation and
excitement to life, and we all
thrive under a certain amount of
stress. Deadlines, competitions,
confrontations, and even our
frustrations and sorrows add
depth and enrichment to our
lives.

Our goal is not to eliminate stress but to learn how to manage it and
how to use it to help us. Insufficient stress acts as a depressant and may
leave us feeling bored or dejected; on the other hand, excessive stress
may leave us feeling "tied up in knots." What we need to do is find the
optimal level of stress which will individually motivate but not overwhelm
each of us.

Optimal Stress: There is no single level of stress that is optimal for all
people. What is distressing to one may be a joy to another. And even
when we agree that a particular event is distressing, we are likely to differ
in our physiological and psychological responses to it.

Stress Management
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Our personal stress requirements and the amount which we can
tolerate before we become distressed change with our age.It has been
found that most illness is related to unrelieved stress. If you are
experiencing stress symptoms, you need to reduce the stress or improve
your ability to manage it.

Managing Stress Just as there are many sources of stress, there are
many possibilities for its management. However, all require work toward
change: changing the source of stress or changing your reaction to it.

1. Become aware of your stressors and your emotional and physical
reactions. Notice your distress. Don't ignore it. Don't gloss over your
problems. Determine what events distress you.

2. Recognize and change what you can. Change your stressors by
avoiding or eliminating them completely.Reduce their intensity (manage
them over a period of time, say on a weekly basis). Shorten your exposure
to stress (take a break, leave the physical premises). Devote the time and
energy necessary to making a change (goal setting, time management
techniques, and delayed gratification strategies may be helpful here).

3. Reduce the intensity of your emotional reactions to stress. The
stress reaction is triggered by your perception of danger...physical danger
and/or emotional danger. Are you viewing your stressors in exaggerated
terms and/or taking a difficult situation and making it a disaster?

4. Learn to moderate your physical reactions to stress. Slow, deep
breathing will bring your heart rate and respiration back to normal.
Relaxation techniques can reduce muscle tension. Electronic biofeedback
can help you gain voluntary control over such things as muscle tension,
heart rate, and blood pressure.Medications, when prescribed by a
physician, can help in the short term in moderating your physical
reactions. However, they alone are not the answer. Learning to moderate
these reactions on your own is a preferable long-term solution.

5. Build your physical reserves. Exercise for cardiovascular fitness three
to four times a week (moderate, prolonged rhythmic exercise is best,
such as walking, swimming, cycling, or jogging).Eat well-balanced,
nutritious meals. Maintain your ideal weight.

6. Maintain your emotional reserves. Develop some mutually
supportive friendships/relation- ships. Pursue realistic goals which are
meaningful to you, rather than goals others have for you that you do not
share.Expect some frustrations, failures, and sorrows.Always be kind and
gentle with yourself - be a friend to yourself.
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Health

A biodegradable liquid that can quickly stop bleeding has been
developed by a  team of researchers led by Rutledge Ellis-Behnke  in the
department of brain and cognitive sciences at MIT, USA  and   the
department of anatomy at the University of Hong Kong.

The liquid composed of peptides,  self-assembles into a protective
nanofibre gel when applied to a wound.  The researchers  discovered the
liquid's ability to stop bleeding while experimenting with it as a matrix
for re-growing brain cells in hamsters. They conducted a series of
experiments on various mammals, applying the clear liquid agent to the
brain, skin, liver, spinal cord, and femoral artery and  found that it stopped
the bleeding in less than 15 seconds, and even worked on animals given
blood-thinning medications.

The wound must still be stitched up after the procedure; but unlike
other agents designed to stop bleeding, it does not have to be removed
from the wound site.

The liquid's only by-product is amino acids: tissue building blocks
that can be used to actually repair the site of the injury. It is also non-
toxic, causes no immune response in the patient, and can be used in a
wet environment.

On a battlefield or at a traffic accident, nanosolution could  save
more lives.  Yet the most significant application may be in surgery,
especially on the liver and brain.  fact, as much as half of the time during
any operation is spent "doing some sort of bleeding control."

The research was funded by the Deshpande Center for Technological
Innovation at MIT as well as the Technology Transfer Seed Fund of the
University of Hong Kong and the Research Grant Council of Hong Kong.

The U.S. military already uses several agents to stop bleeding, including
QuikClot, and bioactive glass  as well as  an organic substance called
chitosan in its bandages. Both QuikClot and bioactive glass, a silica- and
calcium-based material, are porous, and thus work like a sponge to mop
up blood and adhere to tissue at and around the wound site. The chitosan
in  bandages binds to tissue and seals wounds.

Nanosolution
To Stop Bleeding
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Indian Algebra
Brahmagupta gives the following rules

concerning operations carried out on what
he calls “fortunes” (dhana), “debts” (rina)
and “nothing” (kha).

A debt minus zero is a debt.
A fortune minus zero is a fortune.
Zero (shunya) minus zero is nothing. (kha).
A debt subtracted from zero is a fortune.
So a fortune subtracted from zero is a debt.
The product of zero multiplied by a debt or fortune is zero.
The product of zero multiplied by itself is nothing.
The product or the quotient of two fortunes is one fortune.
The product or the quotient of two debts is one debt.
The product or the quotient of a debt multiplied by a fortune is a

debt.
The product or the quotient of a fortune multiplied by a debt is a

debt.
Modern algebra was born, and the mathematician had thus

formulated the basic rules: by replacing “fortune” and “debt” respectively
with “positive number” and “negative number”. We can see that at
that time the Indian mathematicians knew the famous “rule of signs”
as well as all the fundamental rules of algebra.

[Source:  The Universal History of Numbers
- By Georges Ifrah  p 439]

The liquid solution made by the MIT and University of Hong Kong
researchers could offer several advantages. One is speed. In studies, the
nanoliquid took only seconds to work, while competing products take
around two minutes. The nanoliquid can also be used on a wound of any
shape, unlike HemCon's square bandages, which don't fit over oddly
shaped gashes. And the nanoscale solution doesn't have to be removed
from the patient, unlike Z-Medica's bioactive glass, which cannot remain
at the wound site indefinitely.

[For details: www.nanomedjournal.com, Nanomedicine,Dec.’06]
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Technologies in
Horizon

Technologies in

Plastic Sheet
Powering Portable Devices

The well-known physical principle of electromagnetic induction is
being brought into action now to supply power wirelessly to gadgets
through the new plastic power sheets, as demonstrated by  researchers
under Takao Someya, professor of engineering, at the University of Tokyo.
In fact,  the principle is already in use in a limited way to charge electric
tooth brushes, activate RFID tags,  operate  approach-warning systems
of railways etc. There are severe limitations in the present   traditional

induction power schemes.
They can only spread small
amounts of power over a
relatively large area, or  fairly
large amounts of power  to very
pointed  locations. Someya's
power sheets consisting of
plastic and flexible electronics,
in contrast, can  supply a large
amount of power to gadgets
placed near them.

This new capability  is
facilitated by a unique design
and by advances in the

fabrication of flexible electronics. The power system actually consists of
two types of sheets: one sheet senses the position of the gadget to be
powered, and the other sheet supplies power to the object's point of
contact, but not to the rest of the sheet. "In this way, the system selectively
feeds power as high as 30 Watts to electronic objects placed upon it,"
Prof. Someya says.

The position-sensing sheet relies on two types of flexible electronics.
Using a technique similar to silk screening, the researchers printed on
the sheet  an array of copper coils 10 millimetres in diameter. In addition,
they used a modified inkjet printer to print an array of organic transistors
- printing flexible electronics on plastic.

Gadgets designed to use this  wireless powering feature, would need
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Supercapacitors complement or even compete with batteries
revolutionising  the energy storage scenario these days. At high end,
they are aiming to power electric automobiles, traffic signs and a host of
other applications, posing threat to the present battery regime.

At  the lower end, supercaps comparable in size to a  postage stamp,
have now  been developed by Australia’s CAP –XX Pty Ltd, in
collaboration with Australia’s largest scientific body, CSIRO.  They  feature
a small footprint , say,  28 x 17 millimetres, and a thin profile of 1 to 3
millimetres so that they fit easily in space-constrained portable electronics
designs. Delivering higher power bursts than batteries and storing more
energy than traditional capacitors, supercapacitors provide the high power
bursts required, without draining the battery, when taking a digital photo,
sending wireless cell phone transmissions, or taking a GPS reading, for
example.

In photography, the key to clear pictures is Light Energy:  the total
amount of light that fills a camera's pixels during image-capture time.
On the other hand, Light Power refers to the intensity of a flash.
To calculate Light Energy:

Light power (lux) x  flash exposure time (secs) = Light Energy
(lux.secs). 10 - 15 lux.secs of Light Energy is ideal for high-resolution

 Supercapacitors

to be equipped with a coil and special power-harvesting circuitry. As the
gadget gets closer to the pad, the electrical resistance of the pad's coils
decreases. The array of transistors detects the exact position of the change
in resistance and effectively directs the subsequent power flow, which is
provided by devices on the second sheet of plastic.

When a laptop,  PDA or mobile  is placed on the pad, its position is
sensed, and current flows through a coil, enabling electromagnetic
induction.   If a laptop with a power-harvesting coil comes close enough
to the magnetic  field, it will induce an electric current to flow through
the laptop's coil, wirelessly supplying power.

There is no need to plug the gadget into a  power outlet. Simply place
it on the sheet for getting its battery charged or using it straight away!

[For details: MIT, USA]
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EKL Sudoku 5

Solving puzzles helps to
improve  concentration.
Fill each row, column
and 3 x 3 grids in bold
borders with each of the
digits from 1 to 9 using
reasoning.          [BNN]
( Solution in page 39  )

pictures.
The popular  xenon flash has excellent light power, but a very short

flash exposure time. An LED flash, powered by a supercapacitor, delivers
lower light power over a longer flash exposure time for total Light Energy
that exceeds most Xenon flashes.

Using a   breakthrough nanotechnology process for producing high
capacitance (1 Farad or more) with  low equivalent series resistance (<100
milliohms),  supercapacitors that deliver the industry's highest energy
and power densities in a thin, flat, prismatic package have now been
made. Available in dual-cell (4.5V) or single-cell (2.5V), these supercaps
allow designers to produce thinner, longer-running devices such as
smartphones, PDAs, notebooks, medical devices, and AMRs.

               Supercaps as power and energy storage devices have
economical and technical advantages very much wanted in the industry
today. In some areas like UPS, they compete with batteries  while in
camera phones and the like,  they form hybrids with batteries to extend
run time of phones and also enable better photos to be taken with cameras
equipped with high-resolution sensors in 2+ mega pixel range.

(Medium)
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A young man was getting ready to graduate college. For many months
he had admired a beautiful sports car in a dealer's showroom, and knowing
his father could well afford it, he told him, that was all he wanted to
celebrate the Day.

As Graduation Day approached, the young man awaited signs that
his father had purchased the car. Finally, in the morning  of the day of his
graduation his father called him into his private study. The father told
him how proud he was to have such a fine son, and how much he loved
him. He handed his son a beautiful wrapped gift box.

Curious, but somewhat
disappointed the young man opened
the box and found a lovely, leather-
bound Bible. Angrily, he raised his
voice at his father and said, "With all
your money you give  me  a Bible?"
and stormed out of the house, leaving
the holy book.

Many years passed and the young
man was very successful in business.
He had a beautiful home and
wonderful family, but realized his father was very old, and thought perhaps
he should go to him. He had   not seen him since that graduation day.
Before he could make arrangements, he received a telegram telling him
his father had passed away, and willed all of his possessions to his son. He
needed   to come home immediately and take care of things.

When he arrived at  his father's house, sudden sadness and regret
filled his heart.

He began to search his father's important papers and saw the still new
Bible, just as he had left it years ago. With tears,  he opened the Bible
and began to turn the pages. As he read those   words, a car key dropped
from an envelope taped behind the Bible.

It  had a tag with the dealer's name, the same dealer who had the
sports  car he had desired. On the tag was the date of his graduation, and
the words...PAID IN FULL.

How many times do we miss God's blessings because they are not
packaged as we expected?

The Unseen Reality
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August ’05 – December ‘06
"Dual-core Processors "Cooling Solutions in Electronics "Bone Marrow
Donors- Beware! " Artificial Kidney - Relief to Many "Daisy - Digital
Library of All Life on Earth "Magic Square Therapy - For Alzheimer’ s  "
Nano-crystal Solar Cells - Cheap and Ultra-thin " Moringa- Tree with
Rare Powers " Cars to run on Iron Filings  "Internet Protocol
Television "Audio Watermark to Protect Cinemas "Short Stature
Children to Benefit  "Carbon Trading-Basics "Empty Stomach increases
student’s memory "Co- conut Oil-The brighter side  "Turmeric-A
Panacea for Total Cure "Ventricular Assist Device "Broadband over Power
Lines "3-Wheeled Scooters – For Better Safety "AC-LED-To
Revolutionise Lighting "Ion Engine–Telecom and Telecasting to cost
Less "Sinuplasty-New Method to Treat Sinusitis "IT–Changing the
Banking Scenario "Gold - A versatile Metal "Bio-oil–Chinese
initiative "Custo- mer-care words "iPods to Podcasting "Mind Reading
Computer "Flex - fuel Cars  "Energy Ration Cards "Space Pen "Dr.
Philip Kotler-Marketing Guru "Ubiquitous Computing "Electro nic
Stability Control- for Safety of Cars "Erasing Hard Disk in
Emergency "Stratellite " Indian Gooseberry "Portable Body
Scanner "Forest management –Japanese Lessons "Guava- A Global Fruit
"Energy Storage Systems – For Wind Power  "Gold Therapy-Cure for
Arthritis " 3G-Third Generation technology " Mangosteen –King of
Fruits " Universal Plant-Growing Everything in One " Sugar Apple-
Food and Medicine  " iBOT- Powered wheel chair  " Nalanda
 " Anger Management

Executive Knowledge Lines
Highlights of  Topics in  Back  Issues
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Books  Scan

‘A New Earth’
Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose
Book by: Eckhart Tolle
Published by: Penguin books

The people in advertising industry know very well that  in order to
sell things people don’t really need, they must convince them that those
things will add something to how they are  seen by others; in other words,
add something to their sense of self or ego. They do this, for example, by
telling you that  you will stand out from  the crowd by  using this product,
in  more limelight. Or they may create an association  in your mind
between the product and a famous person, or a celebrity in art or film
world. The unspoken assumption is that  by buying the product through
some magical act of  appropriation, you become like them, or rather the
surface image of them. If everybody could buy them,  they would lose
their psychological value and what will be left will be their simple material
value, which is really worth only a fraction of the hefty sum you paid.
Such ego satisfaction is short lived and so  you keep looking for more,
continue  buying, and  keep consuming.

Ego thrives on others’ attention.  All one need to know and observe
in oneself  is just this: whenever you feel superior or inferior to anyone,
that is the ego in you.

The author provides the spiritual framework for people to move beyond
themselves in order to make this world a better, more spiritually evolved
world to live in. Shattering modern ideas of ego  and entitlement, self
and society, Tolle lifts the veil of fear that has hung over humanity during
this new millennium, and shines an illuminating light leading to happiness
and health that every reader can follow.
Highlights of  contents:
#Ego: The current state of humanity
#Content and structure of  the ego
#The illusion of ownership
#The core of ego #The ego is not personal
#Beyond ego: Your true identity #The ego’s need to feel superior
#Role playing: The many faces of the ego
#Emotions and the ego #Finding who you truly are
#The discovery of inner space #A new earth
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‘Rapid Results !’
How 100-day Projects Build the
Capacity for Large-scale Change
Book by: Robert H. Schaffer, Ronald N.
Ashkenas and Associates
Published by: Jossey-Bass

This book is addressed to leaders who are
impatient with the pace of progress in their
organizations. These leaders know they must
achieve more faster. They are unwilling to
rationalize that everything will work out OK;
instead they are determined to get their organizations performing at a
much higher level, executing large scale changes much more rapidly. If
you are one of these leaders, you undoubtedly have been making
substantial investments on many fronts-new information systems and
automation, R & D, new product development. You may have acquired
companies. The book describes how the use of rapid results projects can,
in a short time, multiply your power to make large-scale changes succeed.
These are projects that produce results very quickly and that also
introduce new work patterns and enable participants to learn all sorts of
lessons about managing change.
Contents:

Part One: Implementation Capability: Strengthening the weakest link
#A Thousand Cures: Which One is Right?
#The potential Is There to Respond
#Start with Results, Not Preparations
Part Two: Rapid Results: Expanding Implementation Capability
#Gain Rapid Results on Key Goals
#Mobilize Large Numbers of People in Change
#Build Your Own Unique Transformation Process
#Georgia-Pacific Takes It All the Way
Part Three: Using Enhanced Implementation Capability to Execute
Large-Scale Change
#Make Acquisitions and Mergers Succeed
#Unleash Implementation Capacity in Developing Countries
#Spark Strategic Momentum with Rapid Results
#Develop Leaders Through Results Achievement
Part Four: Conclusion
#Challenge for Leaders: You Can Make It Happen
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Journals Scan

IEEE Spectrum
December 2006

#Computer servers  and digital projectors are about to replace  the
canisters of film and  spinning rockets of  the world’s  movie theatres. By
the end of 2007, more than 5000 US cine-theatres will go digital. In fact,
the digital invasion is advancing around the globe, including India, where
2500 cinema houses will be embracing digital technology during 2007.

#The new breed of criminals carrying RFID scanners with range
extenders(several metres) capable of reading vital information from the
ID or credit cards  carried in wallets by  people, is on the increase. This
21st century problem is now being solved by  19th century physics: Faraday
Cage, already used in many electronic products to block stray
electromagnetic fields from causing interference. They  work by enclosing
subsystems in a metal box: physics dictates that electromagnetic  fields
cannot penetrate the box.

DIFRWear wallet now available makes use of this principle. It works
by lining its inside  with a flexible  fine aluminium mesh. When wallet is
closed it blocks theft attempts from  RFID scanners. For use, simply open
the wallet and hold it in front of the sensor.
Contents:
#India shoots for the moon; also is becoming a player in satellite launch

business.
#Photographic landscape  to be conquered by consumer electronics

companies.
#Sony’s Playstation 3  game console is entering the $30 billion game

industry of US.
#How Bell Labs missed the microchip: Jack A. Morton who

commercialised the  transistor  failed to appreciate its full potential
and stalled its ultimate application. In the process, the parent phone
company, AT&T suffered.

#Digital Cinema – Its invasion
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#Energy independence by 2020 is the target
today. United States consumes  25% of the
world’s oil each year, but possesses only 4% of
the earth’s proven oil reserves. Nearly two-thirds
of the  world’s known oil sits in Persian Gulf
region.  Recycling one ton of plastic saves, on average,  the energy
equivalent of  197 gallons of petrol. If converted, all the  agricultural
waste in the U.S.  would yield the energy equivalent of  4 billion barrels
of oil annually.

#Sports have the power to unite the communities, both  locally and
increasingly, globally. But competition for media attention and such other
factors  overwhelm the joy of  competition on the field of play. Some key
trends shaping the  future of sports industry are discussed in detail in this
issue.
Contents:
#Tomorrow in Brief: Fitness and Cognitive Ability in Elderly,
“Earthquakes” in our Bones, Corn’s Growing Pains?, Surge in “Prenups”,
Effects of Smoking Bans
#The 17 Great Challenges of the Twenty-First Century by James Martin
#The Energy Project: Independence by 2020.
#Going Green by Empowering Choice
#Gasoline Taxes Needed to Stave Off Disaster
#The Cure for Oil Addiction Is Leadership
#10 Controversial Issues Confronting the Sports Industry
#How Attitudes shape our Future
#Wind Energy: Power from the Prairie
#Values Conflict in Stem-Cell Research
#Fractal Transactions: Launching the Future of Money
#The Over-Mediated World #Confronting Driver Distraction

‘The Futurist’
January-February 2007
Forecasts, Trends, and Ideas about the Future

The word "politics" is derived from the word "poly",
meaning 'many', and the word 'ticks', meaning 'blood
sucking parasites'.

- Larry Hardiman
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#If it's true that we are here to help others; then what exactly are the
others here for?
#If your father is a poor man, it is your fate.
     But, if your father-in-law is a poor man, it's your stupidity.
#God made relatives; thank God we can choose our friends.
#I was born intelligent - education ruined me.
#Practice makes perfect.....
   But nobody's perfect...... so why practice?
#Since light travels faster than sound, people appear bright until you
hear them speak.
#How come "abbreviated" is such a long word?
#Money is not everything. There's Visa and MasterCard.
#One should love animals. They are so tasty.
#Behind every successful man, there is a woman.
And behind every unsuccessful man, there are two.
#Every man should marry. After all, happiness is not the only thing in
life.
#The wise never marry. And when they marry, they become otherwise.
#Success is a relative term. It brings so many relatives.
#Never put off the work till tomorrow what you can put off today.
#"Your future depends on your dreams" So go to sleep.
#There should be a better way to start a day than waking up every
morning.
#"Hard work never killed anybody" But why take the risk.
#"Work fascinates me" I can look at it for hours
#The more you learn, the more you know,
The more you know, the more you forget
The more you forget, the less you know... so, why learn.
#A bus station is where a bus stops. A train station is where a train
stops.  On my desk, I have a work station.... what more can I say.

[Sourced by: T V Balan, Hyderabad]

Truths Seldom found in Scriptures !
In Lighter Vein

“When you don't have arguments, you try to fill the rest
with anger.”
“You see things as they are and ask why. But I dream of
things that never were and ask why not.”

GB Shaw
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One day while walking down the street a highly successful Human
Resources Manager was tragically hit by a bus and she died. Her soul
arrived up in heaven where she was met at the Pearly Gates by St. Peter
himself.

“Welcome to Heaven,” said St. Peter. “Before you get settled in though,
it seems we have a problem. You see, strangely enough, we’ve never once
had a Human Resources Manager make it this far and we’re not really
sure what to do with you.”

“No problem, just let me in,” said the woman.
“Well, I’d like to, but I have higher orders. What we’re going to do is

let you have a day in Hell and a day in Heaven and then you can choose
whichever one you want to spend an eternity in.”

“Actually, I think I’ve made up my mind, I prefer to stay in Heaven”,
said the woman

“Sorry, we have rules...”
And with that St. Peter put the executive in an elevator and it went

down-down-down to hell. The doors opened and she found herself
stepping out onto the putting green of a beautiful golf course. In the
distance was a country club and standing in front of her were all her
friends -fellow executives that she had worked with and they were well
dressed in evening gowns and cheering for her. They ran up and kissed
her on both cheeks and they talked about old times. They played an
excellent round of golf and at night went to the country club where she
enjoyed an excellent steak and lobster dinner.

She met the Devil who was actually a really nice guy (kind of cute)
and she had a great time telling jokes and dancing. She was having such
a good time that before she knew it, it was time to leave. Everybody
shook her hand and waved goodbye as she got on the elevator.

The elevator went up-up-up and opened back up at the Pearly Gates
and found St. Peter waiting for her.

“Now it’s time to spend a day in heaven,” he said. So she spent the
next 24 hours lounging around on clouds and playing the harp and singing.
She had great time and before she knew it her 24 hours were up and St.
Peter came and got her.

Heaven and Hell
The HR Way
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“So, you’ve spent a day in hell and you’ve spent a day in heaven. Now
you must choose your eternity,”

The woman paused for a second and then replied,
“Well, I never thought I’d say this, I mean, Heaven has been really

great and all, but I think I had a better time in Hell.”
So St. Peter escorted her to the elevator and again she went down-

down-down back to Hell. When the doors of the elevator opened she
found herself standing in a desolate wasteland covered in garbage and
filth. She saw her friends were dressed in rags and were picking up the
garbage and putting it in sacks.

The Devil came up to her and put his arm around her.
“I don’t understand,” stammered the woman, “yesterday I was here

and there was a golf course and a country club and we ate lobster and we
danced and had a great time. Now all there is a wasteland of garbage and
all my friends look miserable.”

The Devil looked at her, smiled and told...
 “Yesterday we were recruiting you, today you’re an Employee..”

If  a child lives with criticism he learns to condemn.
If  a child lives with hostility he learns to fight.
If  a child lives with ridicule he learns to be shy.
If  a child lives with shame he learns to be guilty.
If  a child lives with tolerance he learns to be patient.
If  a child lives with encouragement he learns to be confident.
If  a child lives with praise he learns to appreciate.
If  a child lives with fairness he learns Justice.
If  a child lives with security he learns to have faith.
If  a child lives with approval he learns to live himself.
If  a child lives with acceptance he learns to find love in the world.

(Dorothy Law Holt)

A child
learns
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News Scan

 "That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind"   are the
first words of Astronaut Neil Armstrong    as he descended from the
ladder of Apollo 11's Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) and stepped onto
the  lunar surface, thus becoming the first person ever to set foot on the
moon.

Unfortunately, however, Armstrong flubbed his line in the excitement
of the moment, omitting or not legibly saying one small word ‘a’ and
delivering the line as "That's one small step for man; one giant leap for
mankind." The missing article ‘a’ made a world of difference in literal
meaning, though — instead
of a statement linking the
small action of one man with
a monumental achievement
for (and by) all of humanity,
Armstrong instead uttered a
somewhat contradictory
phrase that equated a small
step by the human race with
a momentous achievement
by humankind ("man" and
"mankind" having the same
approximate meaning in
English). Nonetheless, since
the quote as actually spoken by Armstrong still sounded good, and almost
everyone understood the meaning he intended to convey, his words were
widely repeated that day and have since joined the group of the most
well-known quotes in the English language.

It appears the words were not  perfectly clear for the more than a
billion people listening and watching the televised broadcast as the lunar
module Eagle touched down, and Mr. Armstrong and fellow astronaut
Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin stepped out into what Mr. Aldrin described as
"magnificent desolation."

Some historians and critics have dogged Armstrong for not saying

First Words from Moon
Software detects missing ‘a’
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the 11-word — now immortalized — sentence "One small step for a man
..." in a  more dramatic and grammatically correct way,  in the version he
transmitted to NASA’s  Mission Control. In fact, Armstrong essentially
said the sentence without the missing "a", as  per an  Australian computer
programmer who found the missing "a" from this sentence, through a
software analysis using modern tools.

The famous astronaut has maintained he intended to say it properly
and strongly believes he did. Thanks to some high-tech,  sound-editing
software, computer programmer Peter Shann Ford  has proved Armstrong
right.

Ford said he downloaded the audio recording of Armstrong's words
from a NASA Web site and analyzed the statement with software that
allows disabled people to communicate through computers using their
nerve impulses.

In a graphical representation of the famous phrase, Ford said he found
evidence that the missing "a" was spoken and transmitted to NASA.

"I have reviewed the data and Peter Ford's analysis of it, and I find the
technology interesting and useful," Armstrong said in a statement. "I
also find his conclusion persuasive. Persuasive is the appropriate word."

[For details: Financial Times, www.snopes.com, other  websites]

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL),  the path breaking digital telecom
technology that made it possible to use the plain old,  twisted pair
analogue telephone wires to carry broadband Internet also to phone users
is the research work of    John M. Cioffi FIEEE, considered as the father
of DSL. In India, BSNL and other service providers are extensively using
DSL technology to provide broadband Internet to  homes and enterprises,
thereby giving a new lease of life to the
telephone cable network originally
planned for voice service only.

M. Cioffi has been named the 2006
Marconi Fellow and awarded the US
$100,000 Marconi prize, given annually by the
Marconi Society, a group at Columbia University
in New York City. The award recognises

DSL pioneer John M. Cioffi
Honoured
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scientific contributions  in communications science and  the Internet.
Here are some wise words from Cioffi:
 “We are not always successful with everything we try,  but when it is

successful, it’s a tremendous  reward, and it’s  not the financial part.  No
engineer could ask for a better reward than to see  his technology being
used by a large number of people.”

[Courtesy: IEEE The Institute, December 2006]

Researchers at Duke University Medical Centre at North Carolina,
USA, who made a study of  over 7,000 adults since their college days in
the 1960s, observed that optimists  among them enjoyed longer lives,
compared to their pessimist counter parts. They say, optimists who are
likely to suffer less depression, will have a better physical health. As their
stress levels are mostly low, they would find more time to devote   to
maintain a healthier life style, with appropriate diet and exercise habits.

Can we all try to be more optimistic in our outlook and enjoy life?
Let this be our New Year Resolution!

Optimists Live Longer

An international team of researchers has developed  a new diagnostic
tool, a gene chip, called GreeneChip, which can quickly diagnose
infectious diseases like malaria,
influenza and others  caused by
viruses, bacteria, fungi or
parasites, using tissue, blood, urine
and stool. A doctor equipped with
such a chip when examining a
patient,  can quickly determine if
he is suffering from a dangerous
strain of  flu  or a relatively
harmless virus. The chip is a glass
slide  equipped with  DNA  or
RNA samples from nearly 30,000
different viruses, fungi etc. for
quick comparison.

GreeneChip to Detect Diseases

Solution to EKL 5 Puzzle
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Wishlist

Let Your Ideas Bloom
This  column aims to bring out  original and creative ideas from readers

to be considered by researchers or entrepreneurs for development as
products, systems or services for the benefit of the society. Simplicity of
operation, usage of minimum resources – materials, energy, human effort
etc - and speedy conversion from ‘concept to consumer’  should be kept
in focus while proposing ideas which should be truly original.

Mail  your  ideas to:  eklines@gmail.com, giving address, e-mail ID,
phone no. etc. Alternatively, ideas may be sent by post  to EKL office:

Attention: Knowledge Executive, Knowledge House, Mathrubhumi
Road, Trivandrum 695 035, India.

Pen doubling as Data Store Device
A pen that also stores in digital form whatever is written with it, for

subsequent downloading to a PC to create the same document at the
owner’s end. If a picture of the surrounding document  also could be
taken by pen, it would be much more meaningful.
Conference Control System

Chairmen in charge of conferences quite often find it extremely
difficult to allow every one to express their views, as some participants
literally catch the scene and rule over it. They hold on to the microphone
most of the time, denying opportunities for  others to speak. A conference
public address system which can be programmed beforehand so that  every
participant will be given  chance to speak after the chair introduces each
new item for discussion, will be a boon on such occasions. Sequentially
each participant will be given a time, say one minute (not more at all!)
to tell his view, while all other microphones will be switched off. Chairman
alone will have little freedom to intervene. This will be a boon especially
in cases where very senior people assert and chair will find it difficult to
silence them.
Continuous Recording Phone

Modern electronic phones have  a lot of user-friendly features built
into them. One new feature to be provided as a standard facility would
be useful to locate unsolicited phone calls which are very common these
days.

New Ideas
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Whenever a call is attended, the internal storage records caller ID,
time and date of call as well as the entire conversation (both sides) in a
limited memory area. However, if we feel that the whole conversation is
needed for scrutiny, just press a button to extend the storage to more
time, say 4-5 minutes right from beginning.

Anytime, the last 30 sec or 60 sec talk would be available for recall
and analysis, if required.
Heat storage

A box when attached to the hot portion of a power supply of a PC
sucks in heat from it and stores it in its chemical mass, thereby removing
heat from PS and also storing it, say  for boiling water later. No moving
parts or energy is used. Purely chemical action.

Dead Pixels
Any Aberrant spot on the computer screen is considered a dead

pixel. The simplest way to check for dead pixels is to make the desktop
wallpaper first black, then white and disable the
desktop icons. Aberrant spots, if any, will become
visible, and they can be considered as dead pixels.
If there are more than five of them, it is
recommended to replace the screen.

Corporate Clients
#TCS
#Infosys
#In-App
#FACT
#KSIDC
#Hindustan Latex
#KINFRA

We invite corporates to subscribe to EKL for their key personnel.

Features
#Knowledge dissemination
#Brevity,clarity,simplicity
#Trends in technology
#New business practices
#Healthy living tips

Please contact for corporate subscriptions:
Knowledge Executive EKL,  Mathrubhumi Road, Trivandrum 695 035,

IndiaTel: 91 471 247 2928;   91 94470 61316; 91 94474 94739
e-mail: eklines@gmail.com, know@dataone.in



In Forthcoming Issues
# Altitude Tents – For enhanced performance in sports
# Auto Analyser – Automating  medical laboratory tests to avoid

human errors
# Swiss Army Knife – A success story
# Carbon Nanotube TVs – To challenge conventional TVs (CRT)

and  LCD TVs
# Ultra Wide Band (UWB) – Another emerging wireless technology
# Space Elevators – Travel to space stations using nanotechnology-

based rope and elevator, without costly rockets
# Stem Cells – Regenerative medicine
# Platelet Technology – For solving leakage problems in pipelines of

oil and water industries

According to a recent research, back pain could be mostly in the
mind. Consequently, people suffering from chronic back pain could get
the most effective relief from psychological therapies. According to some
American psychologists, 'talking therapies' are the most common and
consistent way of reducing the intensity of back pain. They feel that
patients with chronic pain sometimes failed to recognize the value of
psychological treatments  because they had been led to expect a cure.
But the fact is that even the latest and greatest treatments do not cure
people with chronic pain. Psychological treatment is not a cure, but it
does reduce pain and improve functional status of the individual.

Psychological Therapy

International practice recommended a top noise level of 85 decibels
for children's toys. Prolonged exposure to noise above this level can cause
permanent hearing damage. It has been noted that some of the toys have
noise levels even beyond 100 decibels. Such toys when children hold
near to their ears and operate cause hearing impairment in them.

Toy guns are the worst offenders producing noise levels of 120 to 140
decibels. It is reported that noise of 140 decibels and above can cause
immediate damage to hearing.

Danger from Noisy Toys
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CAPITAL  Letters –   Some Guidelines for Use

‘How to be green? It’s really simple and requires no expert knowledge
or complex skills. Here is the answer: Consume less, Share more, Enjoy
life.’                                                                                   -Derek Wall

It is said that our mind is conditioned to easily understand words
written in  lower case letters. A word written in capital letters is taken in
as a picture which is to be decoded to lower case form for comprehension.
This fact is to be kept in mind  when using capital letters in our writings,
to facilitate fast reading. However, capital letters are to be necessarily
used wherever they are mandatory.

#The days of the week, the months of the year,
and holidays should all have the first letter
capitalised,  but not the seasons, used generally.
eg.; Monday, November, Republic Day, winter,
summer

#First letter of the names of countries,
nationalities, and specific languages should be in
capital.
eg.; France, Indian, English

#Proper nouns (names of  people, places,
organizations, and sometimes things) should start
with capital letter.
eg.;  Raman, Chennai, Supreme Court, Arabian Sea

#Directions that are names (North, South, East,
and West when used as sections of the country,
but not as compass directions)
eg.;  Their family moved to the Southwest.

His house is two kilometres north of  the bus stand.
(To be contd.)

                                                                                    [VPG]

The Last Word
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